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The

Dahlquist Copper
Hot Water Boilers

For Private Residences, Large Apart-
ment Houses, Hotels, Hospitals,

Restaurants and Public

Institutions

Long and Reliable Service Guaranteed

A 300-gallon Dahlquist copper

tank installed in the residence

of .1. 11. McCune, president of

the Union National Bank of

Pittsburgh.

Before placing your order, write us for current

prices.

DAHLQUIST MFG. CO. West 3rd St., BOSTON, MASS.
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FROM THIS PRIMITIVE FACTORY

sprang THE VARNISH INDUSTRY of America

NEARLY
100 years ago Pascal B. Smith built the first

varnish factory in America. For many years prior to
that time, he made Coach and Carriage Varnishes for

his partner, a fine Coach Builder, and others in the trade, until

the demand became so grent that he was forced to go alto-
gether into the manufacture of his Varnishes.

He is shown in the painting melting the hard fossil gums

which he used and the secret of which use we have kept alive
in our factories for nearly one hundred years.

For nearly a century we have manufactured the varnishes

and enamels specified without equal for the finest examples
of Colonial and modern homes and public buildings.

“CUP DEFENDER VARNISHES’’

were chosen as the best fitted to varnish all of America’s Cup
Defenders in the International Races for the America’s Cup.
The varnishes that will withstand the wear and tear of the

Open Seas are best fitted for the home.

On request ire trill send you a beautiful color reproduction of “The First 1 arnish Factory
iu Americatogether with descriptive literature, Architect's Hand Hook Faucis, etc.

EDWARD SMITH & CO.
132 West Avenue, Long Island City, N. Y.

Branch Office, Chicago
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SOUTHERN BOY AT CARNEGIE TECH WINS

PRIZE OF $lOO.OO.

William E. Morgan, of Salisbury, Md., a stu-

dent at Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pitts-

burgh, was awarded the first prize of $lOO.OO,

and Thomas F. Moffett, of Saranac Lake, N. Y.,

a Master Plumber, was awarded the Second Prize

of $50.00 in an essay contest conducted by Car-

negie Tech on “The Use of Vitrified Clay Pipe in

Plumbing Systems.” The prizes were donated

by the Eastern Clay Products Company.

The contest was nation-wide, and the quality
of the papers submitted by college students and

craftsmen was exceptionality high, according to

an announcement. The winner, Mr. Morgan, is

a sophomore student in the Plumbing, Heating
and Ventilation Courses in the College of Indus-

tries. Mr. Moffet, second prize winner, was for

nine years a Master Plumber in the Bronx Dis-

trict in New York City.

Professor S. E. Dibble, Head of the Depart-
ment of Plumbing, Heating, and Ventilation was

chairman of the jury of judges, whose other me-

bers were: W. .1. Woolley, Secretary-Manager, of

the National Trade Extension Bureau, Evansville,
Ind; Joseph A. Welden, Welden-Kelley Co., Mas-

ter Plumbers, Pittsburgh; and John T. Morris,
Dire dor of the College of Industries, at Carnegie
Institute of Technology.

CONCRETE FLOOR TESTS.

The hollow tile and reinforced concrete floors

of the Arlington Building, Washington, D. C., oc-

cupied by the U. S. Veterans Bureau, were tested

by loading them and measuring the deforma-

tion.

In this structure, the tiles were placed in rows

and spaced four inches in each direction. Rein-

forcing steel was placed in these spaces near the
bottom of the slab in the panel and near the top
of it across the supporting beams. The concrete

was poured around the reinforcing bars and into

the open ends of the tiles.

I he building was intended for a hotel but

was later turned over to the government for the
use of the Veterans Bureau. The original de-

sign load of 75 pounds per square foot was in-

creased to 100 pounds per square foot and the

increased strength obtained by a two-inch layer
of concrete over the tops of the tiles.

The panels of the floor were loaded with sand

bags up to 380 pounds per square foot and the

stresses in the steel and the concrete measured.
The maximum stresses developed in the steel re-

inforcement were about 27,000 pounds per

square inch. The effect of time under load was

to increase the stresses in the reinforcing steel

from 15 to 20 per cent. This was particularly
pronounced in the first 20 hours and was com-

paratively small later.

The panels tested varied in the ratio of length
to width. It was found that with the increase

of that ratio, the stresses in the reinforcing steel
at the bottom of the slab and those at the top of

the slab (across the girders) increased in the

direction of the short span and decreased in the

long one. The stresses in the girders were lower
than those in the slab.

The factor of safety of the structure was

greater than two. This factor is the ratio of the

maximum load the structure can sustain to the

load which can be safely allowed when the build-

ing is in use.

These tests are described in Technologic
Paper No. 236 of the Bureau of Standards, copies
of which can be obtained from the Superintend-
ent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, I). C. The price is 15 cents.

WINNERS IN HOSPITAL CONTEST.

Butler A Rodman of New York City received
the first prize in the international competition re-

cently conducted by The Modern Hospital maga-

zine for the plans of a small general hospital.
Three awards of $5OO, $3OO and $2OO and two

honorable mentions were made. First and sec-

ond prize designs are illustrated in this issue.

Second and third places in the contest were

won by John Roth of Atascadero, Cal., and Ernest

Hoedtke of Cambridge, Mass. Selection was

made from fifty-one sets of plans submitted by

hospital architects of the United States, Canada

and England, judgment being on the basis of

economy in construction and operation, integrity
of designs, health values and flexibility.
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Colonial Houses of the Old South
(Illustrations from Savannah, Ga.)

By Hattie Herbig.

THE early architecture of Georgia like that of

Alabama and Mississippi was subject to a

large degree to the influence exerted by two dis-

tinct nationalities the French and English. The

English settlers who came south were, as a class,
much richer than the French Huguenots of the

same period and naturally were able to build

finer houses than the less fortunate French set-

tlers, and we find that the Georgian ideas of the

English were well established throughout the

regions of the far south. The early settlers of

this section having less hatred in their hearts for

the Mother country than their Northern brothers,
were ever looking to their mother land for proto-
types and continued to do so even after the Revo-

lution, which accounts for the presence of the

colonnaded houses in the lower states. This style
is nothing less than an off-shoot from the Classic

Revival which raged in England during the last

of the eighteenth century and appeared for the

first time along the east coast of America about

1800. It became very popular and being well

suited to the climatic conditions soon spread
through the entire South from the Atlantic to

the Mississippi.
The white-columned houses, although of for-

eign origin, were so truly suitable to the South

that in time the idea became absorbed by the

Southern planter and builder as to be almost a

natural product resulting from the demands and

taste of the people of this section.

Savannah, Georgia, although a seaport town

of the Colonial period does not offer very many

specimens of any value, this perhaps is due to

the fact that this city was practically devastated

by fire upon two occasions, however, there are

OWENS HOUSE, SAVANNAH, GA.
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several old houses that are worthy of study.
W hile these houses are entirely different in ex-

terior aspect they are suggestive of the Carolinas,
especially of Charleston, and the city itself re-

minds one of Charleston. There is Bull Street,
named for Col. W illiam Bull, of Carolina, who

laid out the city. There is Drayton Street, named
lor I homas Drayton, of the Ashley River, and St.

Julian Street called for James St. Julian, a friend
ol the Georgia Colonist. The houses at Savannah

nearly all belong to a later period than the fine
old houses one sees at Charleston, and the observ-
er is constantly running into old Georgian door-

ways set in the plainest clapboarded houses, fan-

lights, hits of old ornamental iron work and other

interesting details.
1 he oldest structure of special interest in Sa-

vannah today is perhaps the Exchange Building,
which begun in 1799, has been the scene of many
varied functions for over a century. It has been
used as a theatre, a ball-room, and a place of gen-
eral assembly on patriotic occasions as well as

for commercial purposes.

Next to the Exchange Building the oldest and
without question the most interesting piece of

work in Savannah are four residences which

were built about the same time and by the same

architect and therefore may be classed together.
These are commonly spoken of as Scarbor-

ough house, which is situated in Yamacraw, the

oldest section of the city; Owens house, the Tel-

fair residence, now the Telfair Art Gallery, and

Bulloch house on Orleans Square.
All of these houses were built by an English

architect by the name of Jay who did consider-
able work in and around Savannah early in the

nineteenth century. The Owens house is known
to have been built in 1815, the Bulloch house was

completed in 1818 and the other two about the

same period. All of these houses are built of

brick, which we presume were brought over from

England, however, it is known that native brick
could be had as early as 1820. The construction
of the Owens house is of a different material, be-

ing a species ot concrete or artificial stone com-

posed largely of pounded oyster-shells. We are

told that this material is different from what was

called “Tabby” houses in South Carolina and

Elorida, which was a combination of a natural
limestone with marine shells and coral for the
conglomerate. The Owens, Telfair and Scarbor-
ough houses are very similar in exterior design,
although quite differently proportioned. It is

easy to judge that the same architect designed

all three houses and to some degree express the
architectural personality of their English design-
er. Ot the three houses we would say that the

Scarborough is the most interesting. Although
this house has been put to the very roughest
treatment and is stripped of all the interior

adornment, marred by the elements, and unfor-

tunately situated in the heart of a rough district
it still has an air of repose and dignity.

All of the houses built by Jay in and around

Savannah were square in plan, with the kitchen
and servants’ rooms in an ell to the rear. All the

rooms were large, the feature of each house, how-

ever, is the staircase, for in the four houses men-

tioned each staircase is constructed differently.
In the Scarborough house the staircase, which is

excedingly wide and of a rather heavy design,
rises abruptly immediately in front of the en-

trance, leaving an open space to the rear of it;
the Telfair staircase rises in very much the same

manner, but is constructed differently; the stair-

case of the Owens house rises about half-way
centre of the hallway to the rear of a colonnade

consisting of four gold-capped Corinthian col-

umns, and ascends to a landing, on either side of

which second runs arise completing the ascent

to the story above, the stair-opening thus made

forming a sort of arcade through which those on

the upper story can see what is going on below.

The staircase of the Bulloch house is spiral in

character.

One of the best examples of early houses in

this section is the “Hermitage,” located about six

miles from the city on a large plantation on the

Savannah River. The house, more or less Geor-

gian in character, with a tendency toward such

thoughtful work as could be produced in the lo-

cality at such an early period, represents on the

whole a later epoch than the buildings we have

been considering. It also represents a civiliza-

tion later than that of the Colonial period, how-

ever the house is quite interesting and its con-

struction of native brick adds to its importance
in Ibis discussion. The house was built in 1820.

While the city of Savannah may be somewhat

diesappointing, due perhaps as we have said be-

fore to the two fires which the city experienced,
the student or other parties interested in the old

houses of the South that are typical of our early
ancestral builders will find some very interesting

specimens of country houses in the surrounding

country that point to that mode of life peculiar
to the far South prior to the Civil War.
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Churches of Northern and Central Italy
*1 1 HE spacious dome-covered church, Santa Maria

della Salute, erected in 1(331-5(5 in Venice by Bald
Longhena in commemoration of the plague in 1630, is

one of the most conspicuous objects in view from the
Piazzetta. The octagonal central portion of Santa Maria,
which has a portal in the style of a Roman triumphal
arch, is surrounded by an ambulatory and flanked by six

hexagonal side-chapels. The principal dome, round with-

out but octagonal within, rises above a drum pierced by

sixteen large round-arched windows. On the south side

of the church above the square choir with its rectangular
altar-recess, is a second dome, flanked by two square

towers. The interior contains excellent works by Titian

(from Santo Spirito).

The church Redentore was begun in 1577 by Palladio

after the great plague of 1576 hut was not finished until

1592. This much vaunted edifice is perhaps the most

complete of Palladio’s churches, with a handsome flight
of steps on the strictly classical facade and two slender

round towers beyond the dome above the crossing. (In
the illustration on the following page may be seen a

very small portion of the dome by looking to the left

about midway the picture. The aisleless interior is

especially charming.
The Chiesa di S. Maria della Pace and Chiesa di Santa

Susanna illustrated on the following pages are excellent

samples of church edifices built about the same period

as the churches above mentioned.

CHIESA DELLA SALUTE, VENEZIA

Built by B. Longhena
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CHIESA DEL REDENTORE, VENEZIA
BUILT BY ANDREA PALLADIO
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CHIESA DI SANTA SUSANNA, ROMA.

BUILT BY C. MADERNO
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A Simple Solution of the Small General Hospital Problem

IX
any architectural design, so even more in the

case of a hospital is it essential, first of all. to work

out a plan which shall satisfy the needs set forth in

the program. I have never forgotten the remark made to

me by a great French architect: "On a good plan you can

make forty good elevations, but first you must have the

good plan, and on a bad plan no good elevation is pos-

sible.” This is a precept too often neglected by architects

who start out with the idea of a beautiful exterior and

forget that it can only proceed from a good plan.

In studying the plan we were at first tempted by a solu-

tion along the lines of tuberculosis sanatoriums in which

every room would face the south. The large numbei of

single rooms and the small size of the wards seemed to

point to this arrangement which would be most attractive

from the point of view of the patients, but it soon became

apparent that the great length of the building from east

to west would increase the labor of the nurses beyond all

reason, while minor objections were the excessive length

of heating and plumbing lines; so we abandoned the idea

in favor of the plan adopted, in which every patient s room

has east, west or south exposure.

This plan appeared to us especially economical in that it

permitted the central location of stairs, elevators and ser-

vice rooms, and still provided for the segregation of the

different departments, and allowed for future expansion

in three directions.

We assumed that the hospital was to he built in a

climate where protection from cold winds should he con-

sidered. and therefore selected a site on ground rising

gradually toward the northwest. This permitted us to

place the business, admitting and out-patient sections of

the hospital in the basement on the east, while the slope
permits of access to the ambulance entrance on the main

floor level. We felt also that it was desirable to place the

entrance away from the operating rooms, so that the in-

coming patient need not he greeted by the blank stare of

operating room windows.

The placing of kitchen and laundry was also a diffi-

cult problem. In a larger hospitals these services may

easily be removed from the hospital proper, but when that

is impossible for reasons of economy, as in this case, it

reduces itself to the question of what are the least ob-

ectionable locations.

Of all the patients, the children would be least annoyed

by the noise of the kitchen, so it has been placed under

the children’s ward, and for a similar reason we placed
the laundry under the main airing balcony, where its

presence would be least noted. Other points in plan ar-

rangement which appeared to us worth while are the

placing of the ambulance entrance out of sight of the

patients, and the placing of the x-ray service and labora-

tory near to the operating department.

Our design for the exterior provides for stucco on brick

or concrete walls with roof of tile or slate. The number

of beds called for would imply that the hospital was to

be designed for a town of approximately ten thousand in-

habitants, where a plot of ground of ample size would cer-

tainly be available, and we felt that a cream colored build-

ing with green window trim and a red or green roof, sur-

rounded by lawns, with trees and shrubbery would be an

addition to the beauty of the town. The modified colonial

architecture adopted for this design seemed to lend itself

to the exacting requirements of the hospital plan to pro-

duce the most agreeable exterior at least expense.

We believe that this design would be reasonable in cost

in view of the fact that all spans of girders and beams are

relatively short; it will be noted that one of the corridor

walls in each wing has been carried up as a bearing wall,

in order to avoid the use of steel columns and heavy

girders. The construction would of course be fireproof

throughout, the use of steel or reinforced concrete depend-

ing upon local conditions. The total cubic contents of the

building figured from the basement floor to the average

height of the roofs amounts to 415,000 cubic feet.

Butler £: Rodman.

First prize in the Modern Hospital Competition went to Butler & Rodman, New York whose design, the

perspective of which is shown above, is simple and economical of construction.
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A Building Cheerful in Appearance and Compact
in Design

THE plan of the small modern hospital should he in-

tensely flexible, so executed that it will be able to

take care at any time ot any kind of case that of-

fers itself.

The accompanying design was prepared for an average

American community of about 5,000 people which would

also receive the patronage of the surrounding country. In

planning this building 1 have endeavored to produce an

architectural design for the exterior of the building that

wou l(l not be austere in appearance but one that would

rather create a more cheerful impression and express an

atmosphere of peace and restfulness. The building has

been placed well back from the sidewalk and has an at-

tractive landscaping with broad lawns, not too formal in

design.

The floor plan is arranged so that future additions may

be made to the building so as not to disturb its present

arrangement; nor will such future additions cut down the

lighting or ventilating or any part of the present building.

In its plan, emphasis was placed on centralization so as

to minimize the walking distance of tlie nurse in giving

service to patients. With distance cut down, a nurse will

naturally be able to take care of more patients with the

same effort, and in this way economize in the overhead

operation. Airing porch space was generously distributed

so as to he easily reached by all patients, making it feasi-

ble to have each bed readily rolled into the sunshine; awn-

ings may be erected over any of these porches. Covered

porches are not desirable owing to the amount ot light,

sacrificed to the porch roof and resulting depressive at-

mosphere in the room.

From the point of construction the two story type is

more economical than a taller building, where ground is

not expensive and a fairly good-sized lot is obtainable at

a reasonable cost. The walls of the one story wing should

be built of sufficient strength to carry a second story for

future extension of the plant. This would add but slightly

to the cost of construction. The walls of the exterior of

the building could he constructed either of reinforced con-

crete, hollow tile or common red brick, with a finish sur-

face of cream colored stucco, the type of wall construc-

tion depending upon cost per unit in the locality in which

the building is to be erected. Floors are of reinforced

concrete slab construction with terrazzo or magnesite fin-

ish; marble is used in main corridors. Subdued colors have

been adopted for all walls and decorations; little or no

woodwork has been employed as trim. Casement sash of

steel type employed throughout, thus giving a maximum

amount of ventilation in the warm summer months, easily

operated opening and no rattling of sash. The roof over

flat portion has a quarry tile surface installed over rein-

forced concrete, so that if additional story is added, this

floor need not be disturbed; the ceiling under is suspended

to allow for ventilated air space for summer months. With

this type of construction this building should be erected

in any community for $125,000.
John .T. Tloth.

SOUTH ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION



PERSONAL MENTION AND COMMENTS

Messrs. Jones & Roessle, of New Orleans, and

Clarence E. Olschner, of Shreveport, announce

the formation of a co-partnership. They will

continue the practice of architecture under the

firm name of Jones, Roessle A Olschner, Archi-

tects, with offices in the Maison Blanche Building,
New' Orleans, La., and the Ardis Building, Shreve-

port, La.

Vinson B. Smith, Jr., Architect, Evans Build-

ing, Gulfport, Miss., is now revising his files of

architectural reference and specifications, and is

very desirous of receiving manufacturers’ cata-

logs and samples.

Clarence E. Shepard, architect, has moved his

office to 412-15 Huntzinger Building, 111 West

Tenth Street, Kansas City, Mo. Manufacturers

are requested to send catalogs and samples.

W. W. Sabin, architect, has moved bis offices

from 1900 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, to

1110 Arcade Building, St. Louis, Mo.

It is announced that the partnership formerly
existing between A. B. Boyer and I. A. Baum,
architects, has been dissolved, Mr. Boyer retain-

ing bis office in St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Baum lias

taken over the architectural commission in con-

nection with the Columbia Mutual Tower, Meni-

phis, Tenn., and has temporarily opened an office
in that city.

Alexander W. Norman, architect, announces

the opening of an office at 300 Louisiana Build-

ing, New Orleans, La.

Study of Floors.

The American Hospital Association Commit-

tee on Floors is this year continuing its study on

the subect of floors, and solicits samples for test-

ing, these tests to be made the basis of a further

report to the annual meeting of the Association.

Particulars may be obtained by writing the Chair-

man, Frank E. Chapman, 1800 East 105th Street,

Cleveland, Ohio. The Committee consists of Doc-

tor Thomas Howell, New York Hospital, New

York City, Doctor Charles E. Young, Hospital of

the Good Shepherd, Syracuse, New York, Mr.

Charles F. Owsley, Architect, Cleveland and

Youngstown, Ohio, Mr. J. W. Mcßurney, Engi-
neer of Tests, Board of Education, Cleveland,
Ohio, and the Chairman.

DO YOU NEED A DRAFTSMAN?

If so you will please notify the Editor of this

magazine at once. We have in our files the name

of an experienced draftsman at Knoxville, Ten-

nessee, who desires position with a well estab-

lished firm. Immediate location desired.

WILLIAM HOLABIRD

THE death, on July 19, 1923, of William Hola-

bird, F. A. I. A., marks the passing of one

who has been an outstanding factor in the art of

building construction during the past four and

one-half decades. During that period more ad-

vances have been made than in the entire previous
existence of the world. To Holabird and Roche

can be attributed the invention and designing of

the first steel-skeleton frame building, the Tacoma

Building, in Chicago, which revolutionized build-

ing construction. They also devised the multi-

basement level building and successfully solved

the construction difficulties involved. With this

leadership in structural development they have
maintained a most enviable position as planners
and designers of important buildings.

William Holabird was a commanding figure.
Large, physically and mentally, he possessed great
energy and indomitable persistence in combina-
tion with an ability to secure and retain the confi-
dence and respect of bis fellows.

Born in New York State on September 11,
1851, Mr. Holabird was graduated from the High
School in St. Paul, Minn. In 1873 he entered
West Point, remaining there two years. After-

ward he came to Chicago and entered the office

of W. B. L. Jenney, remaining there a number
of years before organizing the present firm of

Holabird and Roche.
Mr. Holabird is survived by bis widow, Mrs.

Maria Augur Holabird, one son, Colonel John A

Holabird, and two daughters.
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Adequate House Wiring Is Measured in Terms of Switches,
Convenience Outlets and Elexits

Upon the Number, Type and Location of These Devices Depends the Convenience to be Derived from Electrical
Service in the Home—lntelligent Planning to Meet Future Requirements and Demands Means a

Greater Value for the House.

By Charles H. Huntley.

(General Electric Co.)

TO firmly have convenience outlets and three-

way switches established themselves as es-

sential features of any well-planned house wiring

system that the principal question in regard to

them confronting the architect and builder is

how many there shall be and where they shall be

placed in any house that is being designed.
The answer to the question naturally varies

with the individual characteristics and needs of

the building; but in all cases the determining
point is what will give the greatest possible de-

gree of convenience to the occupants of the

house.

In fact, it would be difficult to give a better

definition of complete house wiring than to say

that the term means provision for all the electric

lights and all the electric appliances that the

builder or any subsequent occupant may wish to

use, so arranged that a maximum of convenience

is obtained. This is a broad definition; but it

will be noted that it inevitably includes an ade-

quate number of convenience outlets and of

switches of the proper type, so placed as to afford

the greatest convenience in use.

The three-way switch is essential where con-

venience will be served by the ability to turn on

or off a light, or any number of lights on the

same circuit, from two places. There are numer-

ous instances in which this is ultra desirable, as,

for example: the upper hall light from the lower

hall and the upper hall, thus making a trip up

or down the stairs, as the case may he, unneces-

sary; the living room ceiling or wall lamps from

each entrance to the room; the dining room light
from each entrance to the dining room; the gar-

age light from the garage and from the kitchen
or rear hall. Any number of similar possibilities
and needs will present themselves on a moment’s

thought.

A switch as the side of each doorway leading
to a room gives control over the lights of the

room at the most convenient place—where the

lights can he turned on without the necessity of

crossing a dark space to do so, and turned off

after the room is left behind. Emphasizing the

fact that the correct place for such a switch is

at the side of the door—the knob and lock side

may seem like calling attention to something that

is very obvious. Yet in any number of houses

wired a few years ago it is necessary to cross an

unlighted room to get to the switch that governs
the lights of the room. Instances are not lacking
where doors have been so hung that they swing in

front of a switch or even in front of a bracket

lamp; all of which, by the way, is one of the

proofs of the fact that the wiring plans should he

made an integral part of the house and not dealt
with as a separate feature.

The four-way switch gives an additional point
of control to the two provided by three-ways.
With a four-way installed between two three-

ways, any light (or any number of lights on the

same circuit) can be operated from any three

points. It is less commonly used than the three-

way; in fact, conditions do not ordinarily call

for employing it to anything like the extent of

the three-way. Yet its possibilities should not he

overlooked by any architect or builder.

It gives him an additional means of increasing
the convenience of the wiring system. If, for in-

stance, it is desired to operate the dining room

light from the dining room itself, from the living
room and from the kitchen, a four-way in the

dining room placed between one three-way in the

living room and another three-way in the kitchen,
will make it possible to do so. A similar arrange-

ment may he applied to the lower hall light, pro-

viding for its control from the living room, the
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Good as It Looks!
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The difference in grade between Fords

Porcelain Ware and the ordinary porcelain
ware can readily be told at a glance. Its

pure white, highly glazed finish, both in-

side and outside, lends the appearance of

cleanliness, sanitation and refinement so

much desired for the pantry, kitchen and

bathroom.

FORDS

PORCELAIN WARE
carries quality all through, as well as

showing on the surface. The materials
used in the manufacture are the best that

money can buy. We have learned by ex-

perience that it pays
in the final analysis

to spare no expense to produce the high-
est quality products.

Fords Porcelain Ware costs very little

more than other brands and is well worth
the difference.

Let us tell you about our special glaz-
ing process and other interesting facts

regarding Fords Porcelain.
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Fords Porcelain Works

Perth Amboy, N. J.

New York Office: 103 Park Avenue E. F. Disbrow, General Sales Manager

Largest Manufacturers of Porcelain Wash Trays in the World



ball itself, and the upper hall. It is important to

remember that as many points of control as de-

sired may be had by the use of four-way switches.

Any number may be installed between the two

three-ways, and each gives an additional point
of control. To what extent it is wise to go in

providing a switch to control a light when the

light cannot be seen from the switch, is some-

thing for each architect and builder to decide.

The surface switch long ago began to give
place, in most installations, to the flush type,
and the gang plate covering two, three or even

more switches is supplanting the single plate for

each separate switch. Switch plates, either single
or gang, may now be had not only in a variety
of finishes of brass, but in tints to match the

walls.

The tumbler switch, which is made in both

surface and flush types, is coming into vogue,

bringing with it a greater degree of convenience.

Possessing all the good qualities of any other

type, it lias the advantage of easier operation. It

operates by the movement of a small lever which

may be moved by the elbow if the arms are full

of parcels.
As with switches, the number and location of

convenience outlets depends on the size, shape,
etc., of the rooms. For the benefit of those who

are interested in specific suggestions, however,
the following recommendations made by the Wir-

ing Committee of the National Electric Light As-

sociation are given:
Living Room Two double outlets in the

mantel shelf, one near each end, for mantel lamps
or candles and electric fans. Three to five out-

lets to provide for table and floor lamps, electric

piano, talking machine, etc. A sufficient number
of these outlets should be installed to take care

of any probable rearrangement of the furniture.

Dining Room—One floor outlet near the cen-

ter of the room for table cooking appliances. Two

outlets about five feet apart in the wall to provide
tor the use of electric candlesticks on the buffet.

One outlet near the entrance to the pantry or

kitchen, equipped with a double receptacle for

attaching cooking appliances on the serving table

or tea wagon, and to make it more convenient to

attach the portable vacuum cleaner.
Breakfast Room—One outlet for cooking ap-

pliances, conveniently located.

bedrooms—Three or more outlets in each so

placed as to permit a rearrangement of furniture

and make it convenient to connect portable lamps
or bracket lamps on the dresser, dressing table

or beds; blanket, warming pad, violet ray, vi-

brator, curling iron, etc.

For maximum convenience in using small ap-
pliances or the vacuum cleaner in bedrooms, one

or more outlets should be placed 36 inches above
the floor.

Bathroom—One outlet equipped with double

receptacle so that an electric heater and hair dry-
er, or any two appliances, may be used at the
same time.

Other rooms, balls, porches, etc., should be
wired with every possible use that may be made
of that particular part of the house in mind, and

outlets provided for both present and future
needs.

In all rooms provided with wall brackets for

lighting, the outlets should be so located that a

rearrangement of furniture is permissible, and

so that the brackets may be moved with the fur-

niture and attached to a wall outlet conveniently
located. These outlets should preferably be

equipped with Elexits.

The Elexits to which reference is made are

becoming increasingly popular not only for

houses built for renting but for those to be occu-

pied by the owner. The fact that Elexits make it

possible to attach or detach a fixture as easily as

a floor lamp gives the entire lighting system of

the house a flexibility that readily commends

them. Wall brackets may be moved without any

difficulty at all from room to room or from one

position to another within a room, where Elexits

are installed, when concentration of light is de-

sired for any occasion or in any place. They also

make rearranging the furniture much easier, for

in rooms where they are installed the rearrange-
ment is not limited by the necessity of taking

permanently attached lighting fixtures into con-

sideration. Side wall Elexits may be covered at

any time, if desired, with a picture or wall orna-

ment. It seems reasonable to expect that Elexits

will be accepted features of well arranged wiring

systems in general in the near future.

Some architects are now arranging wiring
plans in such a way that convenience outlets are

installed opposite each other in adjoining rooms.

This saves the additional wiring involved when

each outlet is served separately, as the same leads

may he used for supplying current to the two in

the same partition wall when situated opposite
each other. It is often desirable to install double

receptacles instead of single ones. The number

of electrical appliances in the household is con-

tinually increasing. The future will undoubtedly
be marked by a rapid and continual gain. Hence

it is wise to make provision for this increased

need not only by installing a very liberal number

of outlets, but by using double instead of single
ones in various places. They occupy no more

space than the single ones.

Electric service ranks, in every instance where

current is available, with plumbing and heating

SOUTHERN ARCHITECT AND BUILDING NEWS
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The NEW
BUILDER’S”

SAW RIG
This is just the outfit you have been looking for. We have been

building Saw Rigs for many years, and you will find the same

high quality in this small rig as we put in our larger outfits. You
can afford to buy this rig which you can put right on your small
home building jobs. A hot riveted steel frame makes it a very rigid outfit.
Will rip three inch lumber with three horse-power engine. Total weight 700

pounds. We also manufacture Hoists, Pumps, Engines.

C. H. 5 E. Manufacturing Co., Inc.
324 Mineral St.. MILWAUKEE. WIS.
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as a necessity. It long since passed out of the

luxury class. Being a necessity, it is entitled to

the same careful planning that is given the

others, and it is as poor a policy to he parsimoni-
ous in regard to it as in the case of plumbing and

heating. Furthermore, it is quite essential that

only first quality materials be used and that tlie

work be done by competent and responsible con-

tractors. The wiring system should not only be

designed to meet future as well as present needs,
hut so constructed as to give lasting, continuous,
satisfactory service.

The house of the future will be a “home elec-

trical.” There are approximately 8,500,000 wired

homes in the United States at the present time,
housing about 30,500,000 persons. Many hun-

dreds of thousands more are being wired this

year. To prepare today to meet the demands of

tomorrow is elementary common sense. The

public is constantly demanding more and more

electrical appliances and conveniences, and the

way is being made easier for the individual

houseowner to equip his home with an adequate
wiring system by making it possible for him to

pay for it, under stipulated conditions, on the de-

ferred payment plan, just as a considerable per-

centage of purchasers do in the case of a washing
machine, an ironer or a dishwasher.

The adequacy of the wiring system is meas-

ured in terms of switches, convenience outlets

and Elexits, and these devices should have the

thought and study of architects and builders to

the degree to which their vital importance really
entitles them.

FIREPROOF REQUIREMENTS FOR BUILDINGS OF VARIOUS TYPES.

' I 'HE following table, compiled from the National Board of Fire Underwriters

Building Code, has been published in safeguarding America:
1. The following structures to be fireproof:
Armories Police Stations

Asylums Hospitals
Bath Houses (with sleeping accomoda- Museums

tions) Nurseries

City Halls Railway Passenger Stations

Colleges Schools with pupils above second story
Court Houses Theaters
Detention Buildings
2. When over three stories high the following to he fireproof. When three stories

or under, must have fireproof floor over cellar or basement.
Amusement Halls Lodge Rooms

Churches Public Halls
Exhibition Buildings
3. When over three stories high. When three stories must have fireproof floor

floor over cellar or basement.
Dormitories Lodging Houses

Hotels
4. When having more than 15 sleeping rooms or when over three stories high.

When three stories must have fireproof floor over cellar or basement.

Bachelor Apartments Studios
Club Houses

5. When over four stories. When four stories must have fireproof floor over cel-

lar or basement.

Dwellings Apartment Houses

Tenements

6. Mill or fireproof when over four stories or 55 feel. Mill construction not per-
mitted over 65 feet without sprinklers and 75 feet with sprinklers.

Factories Stores
Lofts Warehouses
Office Buildings Workshops
Printing Houses Garages
Stables
7. The following should be permitted only in isolated locations:

(a) Fireproof, Smoke Houses
Oil Houses Dry Cleaning Establishments

Oil Refineries Laboratories

Rendering Plants Buildings for Combustibles

Soap Factories

(b) Fireproof or mill if in fire limits or if over 55 feet high. Mill construction not

permitted over 65 feet without snrinklers, and 75 feet with sprinklers.
Car Barns Ice Houses Grain Elevators
Foundries Refrigerator Plants Slaughter Houses

Power Plants Malt Houses Wharf Buildings
Freight Stations

65SOUTHERN ARCHITECT AND BUILDING NEWS
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How the Name Originated
The name 2-point is a good one. This is proven

by the frequent inquiries we receive as to why it is
so called. The answer is short: The name is unique
and easily remembered. It is quickly said and writ-
ten. It refers to positive, definite facts, hence car-

ries an appeal to engineers and business-men, the men

we wish to reach.

The facts refer to the construction of the product.
For many years heat insulators were almost standard-
ized. The heat loss through them was accepted as a

necessary evil and no improvement was sought.
Then the idea of using asbestos fibres as a vehicle

for loose Kieselguhr occurred to us and was carried
to a practical form. Furthermore, the surface of the
sheet of Kieselguhr bearing asbestos

was mechanically
treated to hold great quantities of air in tiny pockets.
I hus an insulator was secured posssessing the en-

durance of felted asbestos to heat, blows, vibration,
wearing and all the other deteriorating conditions
high temperature insulation must face, yet having
highest efficiency.

Air-pocketed asbestos sheets and Kieselguhr dura-
bility and efficiency—these two points in particular
suggested its name of

2-POINT HEAT INSULATING MATERIAL
Blankets

Pipe Covering
Boiler Lagging

NORRISTOWN MAGNESIA & ASBESTOS COMPANY

NORRISTOWN, PA.

II

NIAGARA FURNACES

Durable, Efficient

and Economical

Made of Clean high grade pig iron

A profitable proposition
for Dealers and users

Made by

I he Forest City Foundry & Mfg. Co.
1220 Main Avenue Cleveland, Ohio

We are also makers of the Monarch Furnace
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The©
better the

door—

the better

the reason

for using

THE NEW, IMPROVED

Worcester Blount Door Check
They save wear and tear—eliminate slamming—
prevent breakage—bring peace and quietness into
home, office, and factory. Standard for 30 years—now
offered with SEVEN improved features that make it
the most satisfactory door closer on the market.
Made in SIX MODELS—a style and size for every
door. Be sure to specify “Worcester Blount Door
Checks’ ’—BEST—always.

Write for descriptive brochure today—
showing the 6 models, with prices, etc.

Park Manufacturing Co.
FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE

46 Lagrange Street
WORCESTER, MASS

New York Office. 117 Chambers Street

Park Production and Engineering Organ-
ization assure utmost in delivery and me-

chanical service.



An Analysis and Discussion of the Principles of

Interior Painting
By Frank G. Breyer.*

A—The Object of Painting. (Just What is

Desired from the Painted Surface,
Fresh and Throughout Its Life.)

B—What Paint Will Produce the Desired Job.

What Paint Will Give Us the Results

That Our Analysis under A Demand.

C—How Shall That Paint He Applied.
I)—What Can He Done to Preserve Its Pleas-

ing and Useful Life.

A—The Object of Painting.
I—Pleasing Effects in Applied Paint May He

Analyzed into:

(a) Color and Tint

(h) Brightness
(c) Finish

(d) Balance and Harmony
llUseful Effects May He Analyzed into:

(a) Percentage of Light Reflected

(b) Minimum Accumulation of Dust and

Dirt

(c) Protection of Surfaces from Marring
and Scarring

(d) Sanitary Effect

lIITo Maintain the Pleasing and Useful Effects
Over a Period of Years.

It’s not quite so easy to decide what you’ll
take and what you'll leave in a paint job when

you see listed before you the number of elements

that make up the final result, and realize that

you can’t have them all to the maximum degree.
As a matter of fact when the ordinary judgment
is arrived at, many of these elements are never

consciously in mind. After the job is complete,
however, we suddenly realize that we didn’t con-

sider Maintenance of the Effect when we chose a

flat finish for basement rooms. For example:
In offices or living rooms, where persons spend

many hours consecutively, the major stress must

he laid on Pleasing Effect and its Maintenance.

This demands a dead tlat for all large surfaces

like walls and ceilings, even at the cost of fre-

quent washing and early repainting and rubbed

finish, in the highest class jobs, for the enameled

woodwork. In the toilet rooms, elevator shafts,
basements and all service rooms, the major con-

sideration is Useful Effect and its Maintenance.
Here the maintenance of light reflection and

cleanliness at minimum cost determine the char-

acter of job.
Let us now discuss the individual items under

the Major headings.

I—Pleasing- Effects.

(a) Color or Tint
A scientific discussion of color in paint, in-

cluding the psychological effects, would be high-
ly interesting hut impossible to carry to a con-

clusion in this paper. Three important things
must he considered, however. First, that every

departure from white, any color whatever, affects

the total light reflected. Second, that purity of

tint or color has been proven to he of as much

importance in the pleasing effect of colored sur-

faces, as purity of tone is in the pleasing effect
of a musical note. Third, that maximum ab-

sorption and riddance of ultraviolet light rays,
that range of light rays that most harmfully af-

fect the eye, and minimum reflection of these

rays are highly important properties.
(b) Brightness
You probably have not been accustomed to

think of brightness as distinct from color. You

cannot make a pure pleasing tint out of a dull

white or a dull tint, although the tint may he

amply strong enough. Brightness is expressed in

terms of the percentage of the total light reflect-

ed. A bright white mixed with a clean tint gives
not only the most light, hut the most pleasing
effect. The eye is an excellent judge of bright-
ness, if you have standards of comparison.

(c) Finish

By finish I mean what we commonly speak
of as flat eggshell, or gloss. A most important
consideration from every viewpoint.

The above terms may he defined scientifically
hut for the present it is amply escriptive to use

the terms mentioned. There is no disputing the

fact that a diffusely reflecting surface is the most

pleasing and restful to the eye. While the full

gloss paint or mirror like reflecting surface

stands at the other end as the least pleasing and

restful, the discussion under Useful Effects and

Maintenance of all desirable effects will greatly
affect our judgment of the finish.

(d) Balance or Harmony
The rules of balance and in colors, insofar as

they apply to the ordinary building, are not diffi-

cult to master. Decreasing brightness from ceil-

ing to floor, from top to bottom, as in nature.

Strong glossy colors where the effect of strength
is desired: on iron stairways, elevators, structural

members, etc., but seldom going on the red side

of the color range: few uses of black and prefer-
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That Pays for Itself with

FLOOR SPACE SAVED
WARDROBES, Class F

made for Plaster Backs and Ends, in Divisions, and with
Evans Process Hollow Sanitary Door, hung on double pivoted
arms, without guides, tracks or rollers, saving easily and silent-
ly. They cannot stick or bind. Made with or without Black-
boards. Hardware can also be purchased separately.

More Than a Million Hang Their Wraps in

Evans Vanishing Door Wardrobes

Trade Mark Catalog
VANISHING DOOR “PICTURES THAT TALK”
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M & E “ALMETL”

FIRE DOORS & SHUTTERS
are fully approved by the Underwriters Lab-

oratories ; the Associated Factory Mutual Lab-

oratories; the Southeastern Underwriters’

Association, and recommended by Fire Pre-

vention Authorities.

They are built along the lines of correct en-

gineering principles and embody every known

feature for effective resistance against fire.

Their construction is entirely of non-combus-

tible materials—so rigid and so sturdy they
should easily last as long as the building it-

self. They are easy to operate and in all the

best Fire Door investment procurable.
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PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO, NEW YORK, KANSAS CITY, CLEVELAND, LANCASTER, PA., WHEELING

We have Contracting and Erecting Licensees Everywhere
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The BESSLER Pioneer, Movable
Attic

Space-Saving
Stairway

—is Ike stairway
yuaranteed f o r

positive satisfac-
tion or your mon-

ey hack without

(i aest i o n ; the

stairway that

makes $l,OOO for
you while it costs

less than $lOO.

YOU wouldn’t have a home today where the attic

could not he finished and used; hut you know how

most careful women object to the old boxed stairway

to the attic that takes up so much room.

TIIU BESSLER Movable Stairway answers all

these arguments while it costs les stlian $lOO and

makes $l,OOO for you by adding that much to the

building’s value through space saved.

Write for our booklet. "The Modern Way Up." or

call on your lumber dealer.

The Bessler Movable Stairway Co.

General Offices,

1906 E. Market St., Akron, Ohio

New York Offices—103 Park Ave.



able sticking to the greens for such work. These

are about all the rules the building manager has

need for.

ll—Useful Effect.

(a) Percentage of Light Reflected

Under the heading of Useful Effects, first

consideration should he given to total percentage
of light reflected. The amount of light absorbed

and not reflected or diffused into the room by
different grades of so-called white paints is high-
er than most of your estimates. For example,
the best grade of lithopone, tlat or gloss white

paint will reflect and diffuse as much as 85% of

the incident light, while the best grade of similiar
white lead paint will not do better than 75%.
When a tlat wall paint collects dirt and is not

washed down clean, or when we begin to tint the

fall off in reflecting power is quite marked. A

light cream for example dropping the reflecting
power to 70%. Light huff to 65% light green

to 17%—red to 12% and warm green to 22%.

Wherever the volume of space is relatively
large, compared to the surfaces, i. e., large rooms

and walls, factories, etc., so that slight gloss re-

flection is not perceptible, the paint should he the

best white to give high initial reflection and a

slight gloss finish, so as to maintain the high re-

flection and not lose it through dust accumula-

tion.

In all places, even though small, where high
light reflection is essential, that is to say where

the natural lighting is poor and there is liable to

be dust, Gloss White Finish is justified. As light
conditions improve and dust is lessened, the gloss
may shade back to dead flat.

(b) Minimum Accumulation of Dust and

Dirt

There is only one answer: High Finish
Enamel for the more conspicuous places and

High Grade Mill Gloss for the less conspicuous.
(c) Protection of surface from marring and

scarring
Flat Wall Finishes and rubbed enamels do

not protect quite so well as the higher oil glossy
paints, lint they show the effects less. Hence, the

answer in high grade building, where mainten-

ance of the pleasing effect is essential, is in favor
of the paint that shows the least and not that

which really protects the most by its more

cushioning effect.

(d) Sanitary Effect

In favor of White Gloss and Enamel, more

on a psychological basis than real, however, as

any paint in good condition is essentially now

septic and unhospitable to insect life.
Ill—Maintenance of Both Pleasing and Useful

Effects.

Tliis element has been discussed somewhat
under the individual headings. There is no ques-

tion that from the maintenance standpoint, the

argument is all in favor of the gloss paint. Dust

does not collect on it as easily; linger stains do

not take so readily; changing moisture conditions
in the surface behind the paint do not so readily
affect the perfection of the paint surface, in fact,
every factor that deteriorates may he stayed or

removed more easily from the high oil smooth

gloss surface, than fro mthe rough low oil flat.

In the above discussion, I have tried to point
out the elements desired in a paint job.

In designating what combination you want,

your judgment, after consultation with the Ar-

chitect, Paint Salesman and Painter, must be

used, as in every other choice, and no man can

have all the elements. Pointing out the elements
that make up the whole effect is the essential

step to making a balanced judgment. The crit-

erion of good judgment is, how close does the

combination you have selected come to meeting
the specific needs of your building.
R—What Paint Will Produce the Desired Job.

I—What Pigment Is Required
llWhat Vehicle Is Required
A paint consists of pigment and vehicle or

binder. A discussion of which is the more im-

portant is fruitless, since you can’t have paint un-

less you have both. Roth function in the per-

formance of every Pleasing or Maintenance

Effect.

In general the pigment gives the brightness
and tint and the vehicle or binder, the finish and

the maintenance elements. There are important
exceptions to this generality, however, in that

neither white lead nor zinc oxide can be made

to give a dead flat paint, while no other material
than zinc oxide will give a high grade enamel

no matter what vehicle is used.

We will first discuss how the results desired

in the finished job determine the pigment por-

tion of the paint.
I—The Pigment Required.

From the standpoint of pure color or tint and

brightness that pigment should be used as a base,
whose total hiding and reflecting power is the

highest and which is the freest from tint.

Accetped practical and scientific data put two

commercial pigments distinctly superior to all

others in these respects. There are French Process

Zinc Oxide and High Grade, Light Resistant

Lithopone.
A pound of High Grade, Light Resistant Litho-

pone will hide 17.5 sq. ft. of surface.

A pound of French Process Zinc Oxide has a

hiding power of 14.2 sq. ft.

A pound of White Lead 12.4.

A pound of Whiting less than 6 sq. ft.

French Process Zinc Oxide in Flat Wall ve-

hicles painted on black panels has a total refleet-
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ing coefficient of 78. High Grade Light Resistant

Lithopone—Bl. White Lead—67. Whiting—3B.
The superiority in freedom from color or lint,

between these two leaders and their nearest com-

petitor is quite apparent to any observer.
For tints only, pure tint high grade colors in

oil may be mixed with the white bases by the

manufacturer or the painter on the job.
Finish determines the pigment to some extent.

No other commercial pigment produces a

dead flat, completely diffusing and restful surface
like lithopone. Lead highly thinned may be got-
ten down to only a slight gloss, while zinc is im-

possible to get nearly flat.

On the other hand, French Process Zinc Oxide
is the only material from which high grade
enamels can be made.

For intermediate finishes of the highest grade,
varying proportions of the two extremes, litho-

pone and French Process Zinc will give any finish
desired with the maximum of brilliance.

Useful Effects.

The only factor under this heading that influ-

ences the choice of pigment is percentage of light
reflected, which subject has already been discuss-

ed under brightness.
Maintenance of the Desired Effects.

Much lias been made of the part that pigment

plays in the life of exterior paints, hut there is

not one hit of unbiased practical or scientific in-

formation available which shows that any of the

common pigments have any relatively beneficial

or harmful effect on the life of a paint exposed
indoors when the vehicle is properly designed for

that pigment.
The life of an indoor paint is determined hy

the vehicle, not the pigment.
There is one highly important factor affecting

the pigment under maintenance and that is, it

shall not show darkening from ordinary gases,

such as are present in toilet rooms or in the

vicinity of kitchens or gas burners. Lead paints
in light tints will darken under such conditions,
but lithopone and Zinc Oxide paints are unaffect-

ed by gases.

We will now discuss how the desired results

determine the vehicle portion of the paint.
ll—The Vehicle
There is no more important feature in the de-

sign of a paint than the choice of the base vehicle
and its subsequent refinement and compounling
into a finished drying and binding medium.

Here is where the knowledge and skill of the

paint manufacturer are measured and where

the judgment and ability, to specify clearly, of
the Architect and Building Manager are likewise

put to the yardstick. Probably the strongest
reason why lead in oil has held on so persistently
in interior painting when a whiter, brighter, thirty

to fifty percent greater strength or hiding power

pigment, like lithopone, has been available to the
other manufacturers at a considerable lower

price for some years, is the fact that the lead

grinder has stuck to one vehicle, raw linseed oil.

1 he man who has a good thing in his day and

sticks to it, avoids the inevitable mistakes of the

early development of new and better products,
and does act as a stabilizing influence. When the

development stage is past, however, lie wakes up
to the fact that the world does move, and that he

is fighting a losing fight with the progressive
younger generation and is intrenched only in the

good will and prejudice of the older men, who

are indifferent to new practices.
Vehicles other than raw linseed oil for interior

paint passed beyond the development stage some

years ago. There are still good, bad and indiffer-

ent ones but it is not a difficult matter to specify
either the best for a given purpose or good ones

for general purposes.
I can instance no stronger practical proof of

the superiority, from every standpoint, of re-

fined and treated oil over raw or boiled oil as a

vehicle for interior paints than the practically
universally accepted superiority of the so-called

mill whites which are ground in vehicles of this

type.
Raw and boiled oil have their places, the latter

in undercoaters, hut don’t let anyone tell you
there are no Luther Burbanks in the paint in-

dustry and that nature can’t be moulded to a pur-

pose.

The design of the vehicle from the standpoint
of original color and its maintenance offers one

of the most difficult problems in the paint in-

dustry.
Baw or boiled linseed oil yellows in interiors

to a remarkable degree and if there is any quan-

tity present in the paint film no light tint, much

less white, will maintain its purity and pleasing
effect. Most of the stuff the old timers pull on

you about the wonderful interiors they used to

do or know about are concerned with strong hard

colors or with whites that turned dingy yellow.
Before the days of good lighting and vacuum

cleaners, and that isn’t so long ago either, lots of

defects in paint were not noticed at all. We have

been educated up to better things, Ihat’s what the

old timer forgets.
A discussion of how to treat oils to prevent

yellowing is out of place here suffice it to say that

certain oils, Soya Bean Oil in particular, are less

subject to this defect than others. These oils as

well as linseed can he refined to cut the yellowing
down to a minimum by carefully controlled

processes.

Tt takes no technique at all to make compara-
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tive tests. Simply paint tin panels with the paints
offered and put them in a warm, not hot, damp
dark drawer or box and look at them every so

often. You’ll find the difference easy enough.
To be of the most value to you expose the panels
in the exact darkest, dampest, warmest place you

expect to use the paints in. This may take a little

longer hut a good result is worth spending a little

time over.

In making your comparisons he sure you

compare paints with approximately equal ratios

of vehicle to pigment. It is the vehicle that yel-
lows, not the pigment, so that flats always stand

up better than glosses or enamels. The small

amount of vehicle that it is possible to use with

a fiat paint, with the consequent minimum degree
of yellowing is one of the prime causes of the

complete success of this class of paint wherever

pleasing effects are paramount.
The design of the vehicle from the standpoint

of finish, i. e., flat, eggshell or gloss, has been

partially discussed under pigment and partially
in the foregoing paragraphs on color as it effects
vehicle.

While we are greatly restricted in our finish

possibilities, as stated before, by the pigment the

vehicle for any one finish is more varied in prac-
tice than the pigment by a great deal.

The basis of all high grade Enamels is French

Process Zinc Oxide but there are hardly two ve-

hicles alike in which it is ground.
To make the general effect of vehicle on finish

clear we will take mixtures of lithopone and zinc

oxide, the supreme pigments for interior use, and

discuss briefly bow the finish may be varied with

them from Enamel to Dead Flat. Lithopone and

raw linseed oil mixed together with some dryer
and ten or fifteen percent volatile matter like

turpentine or mineral thinner will give a medium

low gloss paint. As we cut the oil and increase

the thinner the finish will lose gloss and become

finally a dead flat. If instead of raw oil we used

a refined or bleached, bodied oil the lithopone
starts off with a greater gloss, in fact second

grade enamels are made largely of lithopone, hut

the gloss disappears, as with the raw oil, when

we cut the percentage of oil present and increase

the thinner.

The greater the oil is bodied the more thinner

has to be put in to get the flat finish. (You can

see why some paint manufacturers leave the

straight and narrow path.)
Now put in the variable of the percentage of

zinc oxide. A small amount of zinc added to the

lithopone oil mix, say 25%, immediately raises

the gloss even in raw oil. In the refined bodied

oil it gives the lithopone immediately an enamel-

ly finish, not so high or perfect as straight zinc

would, but ample for all ordinary, large surface

uses where the tile finish is necessary to easy
maintenance.

It you cut such a paint thinner you get the

eggshell finishes and velvet finishes that have
such a wide demand.

The discussion of the influence of the desired

pleasing effects on the vehicle, plus previous dis-

cussions under useful effects, have pretty well

covered the ground that logically belongs under

the heading of how the desired useful and main-

tenance effects determine the vehicle.

C—How and Under What Conditions the Paint

Shall Be Applied.
The cause of probably eighty-five percent of

paint failures lies in either the lack of supposed-
ly secret or professional methods of ducking
these principles.

Let us discuss adherence for a moment. Un-

fortunately paint men have only just begun to

study scientifically the phenomena of surfaces.

They have by cut and try rung in a great number
of changes on the pigment and vehicle, hut I

can’t find a single record in the literature of an

honest to goodness attempt to subject the phe-
nomena of adherence to a careful laboratory
scrutiny.

In most of the discussions purely friction or

suction adherence is dwelt upon, whereas as a

matter of fact the amount of actual chemical con-

tact with and cohesion to the wood or plaster sur-

face pretty well measures the amount of real ad-

herence, which can withstand separating stresses

of any consequence.

Why won’t any paint stick to any surface, if

you can manage to brush a film of it on? Be-

cause in practically every case of failure to stick

the paint never touched the real surface of the

wood or plaster, hut simply lay as a friction and

suction held coat over the top of a film of con-

densed water. Because you can’t see water or

wet your hand on the surface, doesn’t mean

there’s no water there. To get the surface film

of water off of glass, for example, you have to

heat it up to some fi()() c

or more Fahrenheit and

suck it off with a high vacuum.

You can’t give wood or plaster any such treat-

ment as that! Yes, but you can go as far as pos-

sible in that direction and the further, the better

the adherence. No one has put on a good coat

of paint over a film of water yet. You can do it

in the laboratory with some degree of success by
keeping the bare unpainted back of a wood or

plaster panel warm, and the paint side cold, get-
ting rid of your water out the back door, so to

speak.
You have undoubtedly been puzzled by the

fact that the same paint on two different jobs
under apparently the same conditions, not the

best as far as moisture is concerned, has given
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good results in one case and complete failure in

the other. There are several reasons for this,
but the commonest are differences in the porosity
of the wood or plaster and differences in the rate

at which the temperature and humidity are

changed on the paint side after painting.
If the wood or plaster contains water, which

it always does, and you raise the temperature of
the building that water generates steam or vapor,
the pressure of which is dependent upon the

amount of water present and the particular ca-

pacity of the wood or plaster.
That pressure has to be relieved somewhere.

Now the interesting thing is that paint and varn-

ish films, while they are truly impervious to

water in the sense of possessing no channels or

pores, do take up water from their wet side and

breathe it out or evaporate it on the dry side.
You can raise the temperature slow enough on

the paint side, even though you are sealed upon
the hack side, so as to relieve the pressure of

vapor within, fast enough not to tear off the film.
It is much better and far more practical, how-

ever, to keep the back side of the plaster porous
and well ventilated and raise the temperature
slowly, so that the water can all escape that way.

Normal plaster, in its green state, is full of

water soluble lime, which comes to the surface

of the plaster and the back of the paint along
with the water and attacks the oil, especially if

it is untreated linseed oil, combines with the oil

making a fluid soapy solution, which runs down

the wall in ugly dark drops, carrying the tinting
pigment with it and leaving some of the base

pigment behind decolorized.

When such a job approaches dryness and the

film begins to shrink, it simply pulls off in flakes

because there has never been any adherence. If

the original paint contained a harder, less easily
attacked varnish, instead of the raw oil, the

damage would not he visible immediately by
running down, hut would exist all the same right
from the start and as soon as the shrinkage
stresses get strong enough it will peel off perhaps
a year later exactly as the runny paint does some-

what earlier.

I don’t need to tell you, gentlemen, that you
can’t seal water in wood or plaster with paint.
As you raise the temperature, that water has got
to get out and the free soluble lime comes along
with it. If you can make most of it go out back
ot the plaster, good enough, hut it’s too late if

you discover that it didn’t.
China wood varnish will hold back the water

and lime more than some other films will, and

certainly run less when wet from behind by this

combination. But if the water is the least bit in

excess, as soon as the shrinking does start, the

j°h will peel worse than if nothing had been put
on.

The answer to the question, “When does

plaster cease to be green,” is a long one.

Wait as long as you can before painting, if you
ha\e to paint in less than two or three months,
wash the walls with a solution of zinc sulphate, a

tow days before putting on the first or priming
coat, then let the wall thoroughly dry. The zinc
sulphate forms an insoluble sort of lime litho-
pone compound, which does not attack the oil.

I would specify for safety sake a zinc sulphate
wash on every plaster job that is painted for the
first time.

It costs little and is mighty good insurance,
if water comes through the plaster by accident

any time.

If water is the worst enemy of adherence its

unequal distribution in a wall (for there's always
some there, just as there is in the paint film) is

the cause of the worst difficulty with the pro-
duction and maintenance of a uniformly flat

finish.

After a priming coat has been put on any sur-

face, the following coats should not be applied
until the porous spots, i. e., the dryest spots, have

been tilled with vehicle. Where water has gone
out, oil will go in, and if the priming coat hasn't

satisfied the surface the second and third coats

will suffer and your finish will be non-uniform.
Don’t start the second coats until the primer
shows a uniform gloss all over the surface.

A complete discussion of this subject of

proper condition of surfaces to receive paint
would fdl a book.

You may compromise with water and lime,
but you have no one but yourself to blame if the

job fails, even though some other fellow got
away with it under conditions apparently identi-

cal.

You’re not sure whether he really got away

with the job or not, until perhaps several years

after when repainting becomes necessary long
before normally due, and the little saving in first

cost is completely wiped out.

Now as to thinning paints or pastes, as sup-

plied, especially, for priming coats. Boiled oil

and china wood varnish are both excellent thin-

ning mediums for priming coats to supply the

extra oil necessary, in order to saturate properly

dry plaster or old dried underpaint. Be careful

of your thinning spirits or turpentine in this un-

dercoat. Wood or plaster full of oil is the best

base in the world and thinner, in quantity, is only
necessary when conditions are poor (too cold or

wet) for penetration, and then you shouldn’t

paint anyway.
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D—What Can Re Done to Preserve Its Pleasing
and Useful Life.

One of the beauties of a painted surface is the

fact that once properly put on, you can forget it
until the next tenant is ready to move in and you

want to salute him with fresh paint as an evi-

dence of the fact that the whole building is being
renovated in his honor.

Wash the paint with alkali free soap in warm

water, and rinse thoroughly. That’s about all the

maintenance necessary.

There is one thing, however, that you must

constantly be on the watch for, and that is again
our old friend water.

It works in under the window sills, and pulls
the paint off the sill while the side of the frames
is perfectly good. A slight leak in the roof may

get down through a number of walls. A sweat-

ing pipe, a leaky connection all cause trouble
with paint sooner or later. Many a job has to
be painted all over, because of the neglect of a

leak that only affects a small area.

Paint may have been ever so adherent origin-
ally, but il water has to evaporate through it

rapidly, adherence is soon weakened and when

the film becomes dry again, il curls off. Films

always curl outward because the outer coats of

paint being more oxidized try to shrink more

than the inner coats, and when released from the

wall, the softer less oxidized under coat stretches

on the outside of the curl, and the tighter harder

outer coats from the inside.

*Cliief of Research Division, The New Jersey Zinc Company.

Engineering Progress At Washington and Lee University

Among recent achievements at this universi-

ty may he mentioned the development and en-

largement of General Lee's School of Engineer-
ing.

Extensive laboratory equipment has been pur-

chased and installed during the past year for the

testing of steel and concrete and all of the mate-

rials used in Highway Engineering. Other com-

plete equipments were already available in Sur-

veying, Cement Testing and Mechanical Drawing.
Students taking the general course in Engineer-
ing also avail themselves of the laboratories of

the scientific department and of the new labora-

tory of the department of Electrical Engineering.
Careful attention is being given to the matter

of engineering theses. Each graduating student

selects his own subject from one of the three

main branches, namely, laboratory investigation,
design and field research. All of the laboratories

are available for thesis work. Laboratory inves-

tigations this year are being made on the relative

value of the standard tests for Trinidad asphalt.
In the subject of design a plan is being prepared
of a storm-water sewer system for Bluefield, W.

Va. Another interesting study consists in the

preparation of a city plan for Memphis, Tennes-

see, which by reason of its peculiar educational

value will be briefly described below. It is hoped
next year to prepare a plan for a water power

project at Goshen Pass, Ya.

In the recent revision of the curriculum, em-

phasis is still placed on the fundamentals. Rig-
orous theoretical treatments are supplemented
by ample laboratory and field illustrations. Re-

lief in an overloaded curriculum has been pro-
vided by the removal of subjects of a non-essen-

tial character. While a general pruning has been

thought desirable, and is in accordance with the

results of recent determination concerning engi-
neering education by several national profession-
al societies owing to overcrowding by an ever in-

creasing number of specialties, recognition is

made of the fact that a specialty may claim recog-
nition and position an on undergraduate course

by reason of its inspirational and educational val-

ue rather than for the amount of desirable in-

formation which it may impart.
We are recognizing also that modern engi-

neering has transcended old ideas based on ma-

terials, forces and technique, for engineers are

dealing now with other forces also. Our young
men must understand that there are sociological
and economic problems connected with an engi-
neering project, fully as important as the calcu-

lation of stresses and the proportioning of ma-

terials. In addition to this, modern engineering
more and more is recognizing ideas of compre-
hensiveness and mutual dependence, dealing as

it does with new and involved problems, often of

great magnitude, which cannot be solved without

a study of a large number of factors—factors

within the problem proper, and factors outside of

it which often bear heavily upon it.

City planning readily adapts itself as an illus-

tration of the foregoing ideas. It not only devel-

ops the faculty of design, but stimulates interest

and creates enthusiasm. This is especially true if
the example taken is in the student’s home town.
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SPARTAN

CLAIMS CARRY

CONVICTION

lAWS* Drop forged tool steel, hardened and "saw
tlr\. tt o • tooth tempered," permitting resharpening with

a file.

•center line of wrench when tool is applied to

pipe. This angle tooth gives IMMEDIATE "bite"

on pipe even when teeth are dull without "cramping"
wrench. The angle teeth force jaws against handle,

eliminating “SPREADING" jaws, as in ALB other

designs.

The design of teeth on periphery of jaws permit more

"grips’’ for all sizes of pipe within capacity of tool
than any other tool of Its kind.

iT 'TQ • Made of special alloy steel in standard sizes,
bloi insuring greater strength and easier replace-
ment. Two-bolt construction permits use of lower bolt

for repair in the field should upper bolt break. BOLT

HEADS WILL NOT PULL OFF OK THREADS

STRIP.

TAN" special alloy steel. Guaranteed stronger,
therefore more reliable than any other flat link chain
made. It is impossible to cramp chain when locking
jaws to pipe, as a slight pull toward the operator will
lock chain immediately. IMMEDIATE AND POSI-
TIVE "BITING" OF JAWS WITH INSTANTANEOUS
LOCKING OF CHAIN IS THEREFORE INSURED.

I-T AXT TAT TT • Forged throughout entire length, insuring
IIADIDiJIi. greater toughness than "rolled” steel. All

parts are carefully selected wrought steel. Interchange-
able and guaranteed against inferior material and
workmanship.

The Tool in its Entirety is Made

in Our Own Factory

THE DROP FORGING CO. of New York
293 West Side Ave., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

ET

The HEATWELL
Attachment applied to any make of

Warm-Air Heater will make it 100%
efficient.

PAYS BIG MONEY

STATE RIGHTS FOR SALE
You can guarantee any Furnace Job when

you use the HEATWELL.

A BIG PAYING PROPOSITION.

WM. G. CARRICO
1235 Wisconsin Ave. Washington, D. C.

3"\

IS

Pat. No. 1,418,776

Why Waste High-Priced Coal Up the Chimney ?

Why not get all that is in

the Coal out of it?

The HUTCHISON Positive

Automatic Damper Regula-
tor saves your Coal by
turning ALL that is in it

into Steam or Vapor heat.

It is a very marked advance

in Boiler regulation. It can

be set to work at ONE

Ounce Pressure or can

be instantly adjusted to

any pressure up to Four

Pounds. Higher Pressures

if you order it.

If your boiler is not Effi-

cient. the HUTCHISON
Regulator will make it effi-

cient. If your boiler is too

small for the work to be

accomplished, the MUTCH-
ISON Regulator will improve the results so that you

will hardly know it to be the same boiler.
The HUTCHISON Regulator is the Watch Dog of

the Coal Bin.
It never lags on the job. It is easily attached to

any Boiler.
Write for further information and prices.

HUTCHISON REGULATOR CO.

506-507 Metropolitan Bank Building
613 Fifteenth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Ravflecta
iBATHROOM HEATER/

Not An Imitation But An Improvement
Show your customers the Hinged Door permitting instant accessibility for cleaning.

Point out the Continuous Air Circulation by which the entire room is heated Thoroughly
and Evenly.

Call their attention to the Superior Appearance and Finish of the Rayflecta. (White
Porcelain, Gray Porcelain, and Nickel.)

Lay stress upon the Improved Burners which insure maximum heat without fumes or odor.

Let them examine the fire-safe construction of the wall-box.
Then you’ll sell more Rayflectas than any other heater of this type you might handle.
Shall we send you prices and terms?

Gas Appliance Division of The Trolley Supply Co.
MASSILLON, OHIO

Note Its

Distinctive

Features



Two of our seniors, Messrs. Rudolph Jones and

W. T. Kilmon are now* at work on a city plan for

Memphis. This has grown as most cities have

grown without regulation, and has now reached

a condition of congestion and confusion requiring
relief. Plans are being made for a system of

radical streets from a civic center in the business

district. The boulevard which now extends

around three sides of the city is being designed
to completely surround it. A parkway is also be-

ing planned outside the city and encircling it,

utilizing Nonconnah Creek and Wolf River as the

architectural basis of development. These water-

ways provide the necessary architectural features,
woodland and water, and of course can be pur*

chased at a low price since they are of little value

otherwise.

It is planned to bring together the railroads

from the east at the city line and depress thenj(

through the city except where they must conut

to the surface to enter the present railroad sta-

tions. North and south lines will he carried on

an elevated structure. Abandoned railroad rights-

of-way are to be developed as streets, and in sev-

eral cases into diagonal streets of the greatest pos-

sible value. Zoning plans with regard to use,

area and height of buildings are also under way.

Some attention has also been given to the subject
of parks, although Memphis is already exception-

ally well equipped in this respect.
William T. Lyle.

New Secretary for Associated General Con-

tractors.

Col. 1). H. Sawyer, who has been appointed
secretary of the Associated General Contractors

of America, Inc., 1038 Munsey Building, Washing-
ton, I). C., to fill the vacancy caused by the recent

resignation of Mr. Eugene Young to enter busi-

ness at Minneapolis, is a native of Mt. Pulaski,
111., and a graduate in engineering of the Uni-

versity of Illinois. After graduation he was en-

gaged in engineering and building operations for

about a year and thenceforward was successive-

ly City Engineer of Paris, 111., chief engineer of the

Illinois Traction Co., member of the firm of Saw-

yer Brothers with offices at Seattle and Spokane,
and construction quartermaster in the army dur-

ing the war, when he had charge of the building
ot Camp Grant. After his return to civil life he
was connected with the James Stewart Co. on

various building enterprises. Col. Sawyer there-
fore brings to his new position the valuable re-

sults of years of experience which has particular-
ly fitted him for the office.

$4,000,000 FLORIDA HEALTH RESORT PRO-

POSED.

C. W. Winkler of Miami Beach Promoting Enter-

prise—Six-Story Structure to Care for 1000

Guests.

C. W. Winkler of Miami Beach, Ela., is pro-

moting the establishment of a health resort to be
known as the Riviera, at a point midway between

Palm Beach and Miami Beach, and to cost in the

aggregate nearly $4,000,000. It is planned to

erect a six-story structure, which will he in the

nature of a hotel-hospital-sanitarium and will

have accommodations for 1000 guests.
The cost of the buildings and equipment is

estimated as follows:

Main building, $2,550,000; mechanical and

electrical plant, $100,000; furniture and equip-
ment of rooms, $700,000; hospital equipment,
$300,000; furnishings of lobby, palm room and

lounge, $200,000; garden, terraces and landscap-

ing, $40,000, and organ $25,000.

A site has been secured and plans for the

building are being prepared by J. E. 0. Pridmore,

of Chicago. The main structure will have four

massive wings, the distance from wing to wing

being 558 feet. It will be of the Spanish type
“with an infusion of Gothic ideals” and will con-

tain 912 rooms and 1182 beds. In front of the

building and on the ocean front there will be a

boardwalk 60 feet wide and 1000 feet long.

The structure will be fireproof with a rein-

forced concrete frame, floors and roof, hollow tile

walls and floor finish terrazzo, mastic and rubber.

Vitreous tile floors will be used for toilets, baths,

operating rooms, X-ray departments and kitch-

ens. Stucco will be used for exterior finish with

cast stone trimmings. The ground floor, second,
third and fourth floors will be devoted to living
accommodations for patients, while the fifth floor

will be arranged for the segregation of the various

medical departments. There will be gymnasi-
ums for men and women and a lounge of suffi-

cient size to seat 600. For out-door amusement,

it is planned to construct a golf course and other

facilities.

Bussell Seymour, architect, announces the

opening of an office for the general practice of

architecture at 220 Boyd Building, Charleston,
W. Ya. Manufacturers’ catalogs and samples
are requested.

Theo. Steinmeycr, architect lias moved his of-

fice from the Title Guaranty Building, St. Louis,

Mo., to the International Life Building, that city.
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A | | WHITE

RIGHT

TRADE MARK

2 PROJECTING LINES AND A RECESS LINE
Our Fixtures are the finished Products of 12 years experience, exclusively devoted to the

manufacture of Bath Room accessories, and manufactured under our own roof

hav Dmc^cDreiMTlri"^!;1 perfection. Send for catalogue.BAY RIDGE SPECIALTIES CO., INC., 682-92 Stokes Ave., TRENTON, N. J.

ST. LOUIS FIRE DOOR CO.
General Offices and Factory:

1134-1142 SOUTH 6TH ST. ST. LOUIS, MO.
REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LARGE CITIES

Manufacturers of Fire Doors and Patented

“WAL-EL-DOR” Vertical Telescoping Freight Eleva-

vator Door— Both halves slide up above Lintel out

of the way inside of the shaft.
“CO-BAL-DOR’’ Counterbalanced Freight Elevator

Door

“TI-CO-DOR" Tinclad Counterbalanced Freight Ele-

vator Door
"FOLD-UP-DOR” Horizontal Folding Door for Ware-

house Shipping Platform, Freight House and Ga-

rage Openings.
All Doors Labeled, Inspected and Approved by

UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES, Inc.

Write us for Catalog.

Underfoot versus Overhead
SEE
n lAT
dir

See
That

Reinforced End

Standard SoleLeather Mats

Any size made to order. For Lobbies,
Stair Treads, Elevators and in front of

Elevators.

Have your lobbies and corridors been all smeared up on these
stormy days? You can prevent this expense and inconvenience
to your tenants by using Standard Sole Leather Mats. These
mats underfoot mean less cost overhead. They insure long wear,
are made of high quality leather to standard, uniform specifi-
cations. Note the reinforced end which guards stoutly against
tripping hazard. Sample submitted on request.

Representatives in Every Large City.

Standard Heel & Counter Co.
Sole Manufacturers

1024-1030 N. 11th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Chicago Office: 161 W. Lake St.
(Telephone Main 2149)

Automatic

Cellar

Drainer

Get the Facts

about the Pen'berthy now in use in thou-
sands of basements, scale pits, elevator and

flywheel pits.

Capacity of I I 5 to 6,500 gallons per hour.

Just ask for our Circular

klDcoT
PRODUCTS
1

Penberthy Injector Co.
Established 1866

1258 Holden Ave. Detroit, Mich.

Canadian Plant, Windsor, Ont.
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